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STATEMENT

The statement of the case made by Adams County

at pages 1 to 33 of its brief is sufficient. Plaintiff's

position on the merits is argued in the brief on its

own appeal.

Preliminarily, we emphasize as strongly as pos-

sible a statement that applies to briefs of both sets

of appellants in every contention, viz., appellants*



arguments simply ignore Rule 53 (e) (2) of Civil Pro-

cedure, in part as follows:

*'In actions tried without a jury the court shall

accept the Master's findings of fact unless clearly

erroneous.''

Appellants' arguments assume throughout that the

case is before this Court for decision de novo. Find-

ings of a Master, adopted by the District Court, are

at least as conclusive as verdict of a jury. Keeping

the rule in mind, this Court will find that the great

majority, perhaps all, specifications of error must be

disposed of by the simple statement that: "The Mas-

ter and Court found the facts to be otherwise.'* See

Moore's Federal Practice (1938) Vol. 3, p. 3144. If

appellants' arguments are to be here considered, the

trial below was a mere waste of time. This Court

will be called on to exercise the function of the Court

of first instance.

By order of Court appellants' briefs were limited

to 350 pages. Pages 245 to 383, Brief of King Coun-

ty, labeled "Appendix", are principally argument

similar to that in the brief proper. This is a violation

of the Court's order (See Appendix, pp. 266-345).

King County's brief is replete with erroneous state-

ments of fact and with deceptive statements of fact

due to the suppression of material facts. We shall

correct these misstatements insofar as possible but

cannot correct all of them without extending this

brief beyond all reason. We ask that the Court do

not accept the statements in King County's brief

without verification.

Adams County's brief is subject to criticism but



not nearly to the same degree. Nor do we believe that

counsel for Adams County have intentionally mis-

stated or suppressed facts.

EQUITY JURISDICTION

Specifications Nos. 2 and 3 of King County (Brief,

44, 48) question equity jurisdiction. Adams County

does not. The complaint, paragraph (8) (R. 21, 35),

states the usual grounds. Skagit County v. Northern

Pacific, 61 F. (2d) 638. The complaint was filed De-

cember 7, 1936. Amended Sec. 24, Judicial Code,

quoted at p. 49 of King County's brief, took effect

August 21, 1937. King County contends, in effect,

that the action was made moot by the reassessment

dated September 2, 1937, and a new suit would be

barred by the amendment.

First: Paragraphs II and III of Stipulation dated

September 7, 1937 (R. 123) are as follows:

"II.

'Tlaintiff may, on or before September 22,

1937, serve and file herein a second supplemental

bill of complaint alleging the action taken by the

Tax Commission of the State of Washington on
September 2, 1937.

"III.

"On or before October 1, 1937, defendants will

plead further herein by filing a supplemental
answer or amended answer, as may be appro-
priate.'^

Paragraphs IV and V provide for further proceed-

ings. The stipulation was made by counsel for all

defendants. A consent order was entered on the

stipulation, dated September 20, 1937 (R. 125).



Equity jurisdiction was not thereafter questioned be-

low. King County is estopped.

Second : In view of the facts therein stated, supple-

mental complaint was especially appropriate and with-

in the Court's discretion to allow even without a stipu-

lation. Missouri Rate cases, 230 U. S. 474. There, an

act fixing rates and imposing penalties for violation

was repealed by a subsequent act which substituted

other rates. Held, that the essential features of the con-

troversy involving the constitutionality of the statute

remained the same, and supplemental bill, alleging

the new legislation and praying relief therefrom, was

proper. The ends of justice, said the court, were

advanced, no substantial rights violated.

Third: Defendants, in open court, repeatedly con-

ceded equity jurisdiction. The last sentence of Courtis

Finding II (R. 800) is as follows:

^'Defendants have conceded in open hearing

before the Master the equity jurisdiction of this

court.'*

The Master made the same finding (R. 577). Objec-

tions to equity jurisdiction may be waived. Simkins

Federal Practice (1934 Ed.) Sees. 375, 382.

Fourth: All defendants answered October 16, 1937,

pursuant to the stipulation and order, and admitted

the allegations of the supplemental complaint that

**no new and separate action upon the part of the

plaintiff against said reassessment will be necessary,"

and *'the controversy can be settled in this cause"

(R. 161). Thereby they are again estopped.

Fifth: No objection was made to the filing of the

supplemental complaint nor to its sufficiency. Insuf-
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ficiency of the supplemental complaint was first raised

by objection to admission of any testimony (R. 840)

by some defendants, then represented by Mr. Sharpe,

but now represented by Ewing and Colburn, who do

not raise this point. The proper procedure was to

move against the pleading. Had the motion been

sustained, plaintiff might have amended. Simkins,

Federal Practice (1934 Ed.) Sec. 49. Besides, King

County is still bound by its stipulation.

Sixth: Amended Sec. 24, quoted at p. 49 of King

County's brief, saves pending suits. Southern Pacific

Co. V. Gallagher, 306 U. S. 170, note 3.

Seventh : The amendment applies only if no "plain,

speedy and efficient remedy may be had at law or in

equity in the courts of such state." Of the sufficiency

of the remedy in a state court the federal court is the

judge. Stewart Dry Goods Co. v. Lewis, 287 U. S. 9.

"The legal remedy, both in respect to the final

relief and the mode of obtaining it, must be as

efficient in law as in equity. * * * a court of

equity is not justified in declining jurisdiction

unless it appears that the legal remedy is neither

obscure nor doubtful as to its adequacy or com-
pleteness." Simkins Federal Practice (1934
Ed.) Sec. 373, p. 273.

Amended Sec. 24 does not change these rules. Its

only effect is to abrogate the rule that the remedy at

law which will oust federal equity jurisdiction must

be a remedy on the law side of the federal court.

Risty V. C. R. I. & P. Ry. Co., 270 U. S. 378.

Eighth : King County's brief suggests several reme-

dies at law available in a state court. Certiorari

from Superior Court to the Tax Commission is sug-



gested on p. 50. But review by certiorari would be

on the record of the Tax Commission. It does not

appear, and is not even claimed, that there was a

record. The statute does not require one. The Tax

Commission, by Sec. 15, Ch. 123, L. 1935 (printed in

Adams County Brief, p. 171) certifies its valuation

to the counties without notice to the company. The

counties would not be parties to certiorari. There-

fore, certiorari to the Tax Commission is no remedy.

By Ch. 62, Laws 1931 (printed in King County Brief,

p. 254) "a new and exclusive method (by payment

and suit to recover) of challenging the validity of any

tax or any portion of any tax has been provided. In

re Yakima Amusement Co., 152 Wash. 174, 73 P.

(2d) 519. It also excludes any remedy in a state

court of equity. To quote from the Yakima case

:

**By that act, the exclusive method provided of

seeking a reduction of a claimed unlawful or ex-

cessive assessment for taxation purposes was by

payment of the tax as levied, under protest, and
then instituting an action in the superior court

to recover the portion of the tax deemed to be

excessive." (p. 520)

Ninth : At p. 53, suit to enjoin the county assessors

from spreading the reassessments on the tax rolls is

suggested. Even if such a suit would lie against a

single county, as in Denny v. Wooster, cited at p. 53

of King County's brief, here 23 suits would be needed.

Skagit County v. Northern Pacific, supra. The only

provision for a single action joining all counties is

Ch. 62, Laws 1931, supra, to recover taxes paid under

protest



Tenth: At p. 55 an action at law for recovery of

taxes paid under protest is suggested.

Besides the grounds for equity jurisdiction stated

in paragraph (8) of the complaint (R. 21) and found

by the court which make a clear case of equity juris-

diction under Skagit County v. Northern Pacific^

supra, an additional ground is that defendant coun-

ties and taxing districts are insolvent. The court's

finding (R. 826 and 830) is that the remedy under

Ch. 62, Laws 1931 (printed in King County Brief,

p. 254), by suit to recover, is inadequate. The rea-

sons are stated in detail and supported by uncontra-

dicted evidence. The suggestion in King County's

brief, p. 58, that the statute gives preference to levies

for the refund is answered by Finding XXVII (R.

830). It is shown that mandatory governmental ex-

penses, which have precedence under the Constitution,

will exhaust the permissible legal limit of levy under

Initiative 114, Ch. 1, Laws 1937 (Appendix p. 1),

and prior initiatives of the same import. The findings

show that in many counties and districts the legally

permissible levy is insufficient to care for the expenses

made mandatory by the Constitution. The finding is

in part as follows:

"Notwithstanding the provisions of said Chap-

ter 62, Laws 1931 as amended by Chapter 11,

Laws 1937, no part of the millage permitted by

said initiative could be devoted to said refund

warrants while any part of said warrants for

emergency and mandatory expenses remain un-

paid and no more than sufficient remained for the

payment of current mandatory and governmental

expense. Plaintiff would not receive a substan-
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tial portion of any sum paid under protest by-

reason of the matters aforesaid/'

An identical situation is considered in Stewart etc.

V. Lewis, 287 U. S. 9. The court held that, under

those circumstances, the remedy at law would be in-

adequate and remanded the case to take evidence

upon the facts. Citing Davis v. Wakelee, 156 U. S.

680, 688; Atlantic Coast Line R. Co. v. Daughton,

262 U. S. 413, 426. The District Court, on remand,

7 F. Supp. 438, found that in view of the doubtful

status of the fund on which the refund warrants

would be drawn

:

"we feel constrained to hold that the remedy at

law given by section 10 of the act does not afford

that certainty necessary to repel equity juris-

diction."

On the second appeal, 294 U. S. 550, the court as-

sumed jurisdiction without question.

The Supreme Court of Washington has held in a

long line of cases, cited in Goff v. Seattle, 86 P. (2d)

222, that expenses made mandatory by the Constitu-

tion and necessary to enable the Government to func-

tion are not subject to statutory limitations of in-

debtedness. In Denny v. Wooster, 27 P. (2d) 328,

the Washington Supreme Court held that these man-

datory expenses must be first paid out of the maxi-

mum millage permitted by Initiative 114, while at

the same time the maximum limit cannot be exceeded.

Under these decisions it is certain that Ch. 62, pur-

porting to give preference to refund levies, is void.

Even a doubt as to the status of the refund warrants

is enough to save equity jurisdiction. Risty v. C. R.

I. & P., 270 U. S. 370; Stewart etc. v. Lewis, supra.
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It is obvious that there is equity jurisdiction even

if amended Section 24 applies; and even if King

County be not bound by its stipulation.

Eleventh: Finally, the reassessments were void.

The only purpose of the supplemental complaint was

to remove them as a further cloud upon title. The

original complaint was not made moot by the reassess-

ments. The following argument on this point, is

here adopted.

STATUS OF THE REASSESSMENTS

Appellants' arguments are based upon a funda-

mentally wrong premise. They assume that the

valuations should be tested upon the assumption they

were made pursuant to the Commission's reassess-

ment order dated September 2, 1937 (R. 2776).

The complaint was filed December 7, 1936. By
agreement the testimony was taken in the form of

depositions, completed in May, 1937. Defendants

offered no evidence. Instead, on June 8, 1937, the

Tax Commission adopted a resolution under Ch. 106,

Laws 1931, declaring an intention to reassess. On
July 15, 1937, a hearing was had, adjourned to and

completed on August 16, 1937. The reassessment

order (R. 2776) was issued September 2, 1937. It

recites the original assessment, the institution of the

suit, that it appears to the Tax Commission from

examination of the complaint, etc., that an error had

occurred

*'in the method followed by said Commission in

arriving at the commercial system value of said

Company's operating property and in the ap-
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portionment thereof to Washington, and that as

a result of such error, such assessments each ap-

peared to be excessive."

The order proceeds

:

"Now, THEREFORE, it is Ordered that the op-

erating real property and the operating per-

sonal property of the said Northern Pacific Rail-

way Company, located within the State of Wash-
ington, be and the same is hereby reassessed for

taxation purposes for each of the years 1935
and 1936, and that the assessed (100% primary)
valuation of such real and personal property for

each of said years be and the same is hereby fixed

at the following amounts."

The valuations are identical with those originally

fixed.

The order provides that the reassessments be

equalized and certified to the counties in exactly the

same amounts as the original assessments.

Ch. 106, Laws 1931 (Sees. 11301 et seq. Rem. Rev.

Stat.) provides for reassessment (printed in Adams

County Brief, p. 172). Sec. 11302 is as follows:

"Whenever it shall appear to the tax commis-

sion from any protest accompanying the payment

of taxes heretofore or hereafter filed * * * or

complaint * * * filed in any court * * * that any

error in taxation has occurred in the assessment

or taxation heretofore or hereafter made of any

property taxable in this state, and such assess-

ment appears to be excessive or void in whole or

in part"

the property shall be reassessed. The last sentence

of Sec. 11304 provides:

"Provided, however, that in case of a protest,
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complaint or petition based upon an alleged ex-

cessive assessment, the re-assessment shall not

exceed the original assessment."

It is not even suggested that the original assessments

were void. The Commission found they were not

excessive. The only purpose of the act is to permit

the Commission to reduce an excessive valuation. An
increase is expressly prohibited. Having found that

the valuations were not excessive, there was neither

reason nor authority for reassessment. The order re-

cites that it appeared to the Commission that an error

had occurred 'Hn the method followed.'^ But the

valuations were not necessarily excessive because of

an error in the method of fixing them. They might

have been inadequate. It follows, of course, that the

reassessments were void. The original assessments

and the taxes levied thereon remained unaffected. Ac-

cordingly, the supplemental complaint refers to the

reassessments and prays for the removal of the addi-

tional cloud on title (R. 127). Otherwise the pro-

ceeding was merely official mummery.

STATUS OF THE PRETENDED OPINION OF THE
TAX COMMISSION

The order is accompanied by a document styled

"Commission's Opinion" (R. 2695). It is a collec-

tion of arguments intended to prove that, notwith-

standing its wrong method, the valuations are not in

fact excessive. The opinion is not an official docu-

ment.

Appellants assume that the valuations were fixed

by the method explained in the "opinion." From this
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false premise they argue that ''the Court erred in sub-

stituting its opinion for the Tax Commissioners." In

this appellants fundamentally err. It is impossible

that the valuations were made in the manner stated in

the opinion. They had theretofore been made. So

far from having been made by the methods stated in

the opinion, it is admitted, both by the opinion and
pleadings, that the valuations were made by some
different and erroneous method.

The amended answer (R. 141) contains the fol-

lowing :

''And defendants admit that the tax commis-
sion and state board of equalization in originally

valuing plaintiff's operating property for the

year 1935 erred in computing plaintiff's stock

and bond values, in making deductions for non-

carrier property, in applying the stock and bond
method of determining the value of such operat-

ing property, and in the apportionment of the

system value of such operating property reflected

by system past earnings and stock and bond
values to the state of Washington, in that they

failed, in the latter case, to ascertain and give

due weight to relative past net earnings within

and without said state."

Tax Commissioner Jenner testified for the Com-

mission. He said he did not remember how the origi-

nal valuations were fixed, nor what the error was that

is said to have occurred (R. 1814-1819). Master's

Finding VIII (R. 582). Therefore, it is impossible

that the court could have substituted its judgment

for the Tax Commission's. The valuations were made

long prior to the reassessment and remain unchanged.
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The reassessment proceedings and the opinion were

mere brutum fulmen. Plaintiff had completed its

evidence and it was before the Tax Commission as

stated in the order (R. 2776). There was no con-

ceivable reason for the reassessment except to manu-

facture evidence in the form of the ''opinion" of the

Tax Commission. Certainly the proceeding serves no

other purpose. The suspicion of ulterior motive is

strengthened by the fact that the Commission's policy

has been concealment of its method, a fact shown by

the record (e. g., R. 2315). It would be childish to

imagine that the opinion was for plaintiff's enlighten-

ment.

HOW THE REASSESSMENTS WERE MADE
King County Specifications 5 and 6 (Brief, 72-76)

and Adams County Specification No. 1 (Brief, 88)

except to Master's Finding IX (R. 582) and Court's

Finding IX (R. 805).

The Master and Court found that the reassessments

were unfair to plaintiff. The evidence showed, and

the findings are, that one R. G. Sharpe, attorney for

King County, et al. conducted the reassessment hear-

ings and himself wrote the so-called opinion in the

interval between his appearance, disappearance and

reappearance as attorney in this case. Master's

Finding IX (R. 582) is as follows:

"At the hearing on the reassessments, August

16, 1937, one R. G. Sharpe, Assistant Attorney

General, appeared as attorney for the Tax Com-
mission. He had been attorney for defendants in

this case, prepared pleadings and argued mo-
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tions. He withdrew from the case on March 26,

1937. On September 27, 1937, he filed a petition

on behalf of the State of Washington for leave

to intervene as a defendant. He took an appeal

for the state from the order denying said peti-

tion. On October 17, 1937, he re-appeared as at-

torney for Lewis County and later for five other

counties and has represented them ever since.

Sharpe has represented plaintiff's adversaries in

several tax cases over a period of many years.

He was attorney in the former case between

plaintiff and defendants, reported in 1 Fed.

Supp. 163. At the hearing on August 16, 1937,

Ex. 81 (R. 2371) Sharpe was designated by

the Chairman as spokesman for the Commission,

as well as its attorney. The Chairman appointed

Sharpe to answer plaintiff's requests for infor-

mation concerning the errors which the Tax
Commission believed had occurred in the original

assessments. The Chairman over-ruled all of

plaintiff's objections to the evidence and to the

proceedings, at the direction of Sharpe. In all

essential particulars Sharpe conducted the hear-

ing for the Tax Commission and at the same
time acted as the Tax Commission's attorney.

The following, quoted from the record of the

proceeding, shows how the hearing was con-

ducted :

"Plaintiff presented a demand that it be ad-

vised of the error that the Commission supposed

had occurred in the original assessments. Mr.

Henneford, the chairman, said (R. 2373)

:

" 'Mr. Sharpe, are we ready to give this an-

swer today?

Mr. Sharpe: I think so, I can present my
views today.
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Mr. Henneford: Yes, you will speak for us.

Mr. Macfarlane: Do I understand you (Mr.

Sharpe) are speaking for the Tax Commission?

Mr. Henneford: Yes.'

"In answer to a question asked of the Com-

mission, the following occurred (R. 2375)

:

" 'Mr. Sharpe : I don't know whether it was
or not.

Mr. daPonte: Let the Commission answer it.

Mr. Henneford: Mr. Sharpe is speaking for

the Commission in this case.

Mr. Sharpe: The reassessment doesn't go

back.

Mr. daPonte: That isn't the question.

Mr. Sharpe: I don't know what showing was

made or

—

Mr. daPonte: Is that the only error that is

going to be corrected?

Mr. Sharpe : Yes, if there was an error.

Mr. daPonte: What is the error?

Mr. Sharpe: In overvaluation.'

"Certain objections to the proceedings were

presented and ruling asked of the Commission,

when the following occurred (R. 2377)

:

"'Mr. Henneford: Mr. Sharpe?

Mr. Sharpe: Of course, the objections to the

proceedings, as far as I can see, should be over-

ruled. * * *

Mr. Henneford: Yes.

Mr. Macfarlane: Does the Commission rule

that the objection to the proceeding and objec-

tion to jurisdiction be overruled?

Mr. Henneford: Overruled.'

"In answer to a question the following oc-

curred (R. 2380)

:

"'Mr. Macfarlane: And do I understand
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that you now, as spokesman for the Commission,
are saying to us that you are using the so-called

Turnburke theory, for want of a better name, in

the proposed reassessment of the Northern Pa-

cific?

Mr. Sharpe: I think it is the Commission's

purpose to give serious consideration to that par-

ticular method and to use it, at least as one

factor, in arriving at the valuation of the prop-

erty.
4c 4: 4c 4: 4: *

Mr. Macfarlane : Was the Turnburke theory

used in assessing the Great Northern in 1936

and '37?

Mr. Sharpe : I don't know. I don't know any-

thing about it. We were interested, of course,

in arriving at a correct valuation of the North-

ern Pacific property at this time.

Mr. daPonte : If he can't answer the question,

the Commission should.

Mr. Sharpe: I am quite sure it wasn't in

1935-'36, no. I am quite sure it wasn't used in

the Great Northern case, although I don't know;

but I am quite sure that the Commission * * **

"Attorney for plaintiff stated objections to the

so-called Turnburke theory of allocation, and the

following occurred (R. 2383)

:

" 'Mr. Sharpe : Of course, the Tax Commis-
sion doesn't realize—realize that you can't get

the cost down to each state by calculation. An
exhaustive study of the question would result in

an exact apportionment of net earnings by states.

Mr. daPonte: I believe you do purport to

reach a figure of net earnings in Washington.

Mr. Sharpe: Yes.

Mr. daPonte: And that is the opinion of the
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Tax Commission of the net earnings in Wash-

ington?

Mr. Sharpe: I say as near as it is possible

to arrive at them for the purpose of apportion-

ing.

Mr. daPonte : Why do you want to apportion

anything if you have the net earnings itself?

Mr. Sharpe: Of course, you haven't a figure.

It is merely apportionment. You arrive at your

system earnings not only by net earnings, but

by stocks and bonds. There is no method by

which you can apportion the stocks and bonds

to the state.'

Mr. Sharpe: I think the objection should be

overruled, as far as I can see.

Mr. Henneford: Very well.' (R. 2384)

" *Mr. Sharpe : Then the objections will be

overruled by the Commission?

Mr. Henneford: Yes.

Mr. Sharpe: Anything further?

Mr. Henneford: When do we proceed with

the hearing?

Mr. Sharpe: Anything further you want to

offer?' (R. 2385)

"Plaintiff's counsel said to the Commission that

if advised of the errors that the Commission be-

lieved had occurred in the original assessments,

he might be able to offer some assistance but
without such information he had nothing to offer

other than the evidence already before the Com-
mission. Mr. Sharpe said (R. 2386)

:

'' 'Well, do you want an explanation of any
the Commission thinks it made some error in

the past assessment. We will be glad to point

out some of the things that, or rather, the Com-
mission will be glad to point out some of those
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things. I imagine if you really want to attempt

to meet anything that the Commission proposes

to use here—it is, it appeared,—I am quite sure

it appeared to the Tax Commission that probably

in their first assessment they did not include the

B and C bonds of the Northern Pacific, and did

not treat the Burlington stock as non-operating

property.'

**0n September 2, 1987, the Tax Commission
made the reassessment order and opinion at-

tached to the amended answer as Exhibit H,

offered as Exhibit 53. The opinion and order

were written by Mr. Sharpe. He submitted the

original draft to the Commission, and it was
read, edited, and rewritten by Mr. Sharpe sev-

eral times. C. A. Manschrek, a member of the

Commission's staff, prepared the table attached

to the opinion under Mr. Sharpens supervision

and direction. The Tax Commission did not write

and did not have the original or any other draft

of the opinion. Commissioner Jenner could not

point out any portion of the opinion written by
him or by any member of the Commission. Mr.
Sharpe produced, at plaintiff's demand, a draft

of that portion of the opinion describing the

Turnburke method. Exhibit 85 (R. 2395). The
interlineations are in Mr. Sharpe's handwriting.

Mr. Jenner did not understand and could not

explain the opinion in many of its parts. He
disagreed with certain material statements in

the opinion. He did not know what it meant by
'commercial value' nor how, if at all, it differs

from market value (R. 1819). He did not re-

member how the Commission arrived at the sys-

tem value for the original assessment (R. 1819).

He could not explain the Turnburke method (R.
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1822). He did not know the Court of Appeals

had rejected the Turnburke method in the Weeks

case. He had not read that opinion (R. 1824).

It might have made a difference if he had. He
does not believe Section 10 of the statute is un-

constitutional and disagreed with the opinion in

that particular (R. 1837). He said Mr. Sharpe

wrote that part of the opinion discussing the

unconstitutionality of Section 10 (R. 1841). Mr.

Jenner did not write that portion of the opinion

that one who buys an interest in Northern Pa-

cific stock gets an interest in the stock owned

by the Northern Pacific and he did not believe

that (R. 1851). He did not write that portion

of the opinion discussing traffic arrangements

with the Burlington and knew nothing whatever

about such arrangements (R. 1852) ; nor that

portion of the opinion under the heading 'Test

Period of Burlington Earnings,' and could not

pick out any portion of the opinion which he

might have written (R. 1855). All of these

portions of the opinion and many others were
written by Mr. Sharpe.

'That portion of the opinion beginning at page

22 (R. 2716) and ending at page 57 (R. 2751)

is a verbatim copy of Mr. Sharpens brief in the

former case between the same parties, pages 130

to 291 (R. 2411-2585) (R. 1936). Mr. Sharpe

admitted a great deal of the opinion was taken

from briefs (R. 1937). The Tax Commission
consulted with Mr. Sharpe while he was prepar-

ing the opinion for it. Plaintiff was not informed
of the manner in which the opinion was prepared

nor had any knowledge of its contents until it

was served upon it together with the order for

reassessment. The opinion does not represent
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the informed judgment of the Tax Commission
nor any of its members. The reassessments were
unfair to plaintiff because of the manner in

which the hearings were conducted and the Com-
mission's opinion and order were made."

Court's Finding IX (R. 805) follows the Master's

Finding except that the Court omits quotations from

the evidence.

This spurious document was attached to the amend-

ed answer to the complaint and supplemental com-

plaint and foisted upon the Court as the official act

of the State Tax Commission. We should say in jus-

tice to counsel for Adams County that they knew

nothing of the manner in which the document was

prepared. When it developed at the hearing that

some thirty pages of the brief of attorney for King

County in the former case (A^. P. v. Adams County,

1 F. Supp. 163) had been copied verbatim, they were no

less astounded than was the Master. In fact, it is

probable that the putative authors of the opinion

themselves unwittingly committed this plagiarism.

A feeble effort is made at p. 77 of King County's

brief to give the impression that Commissioner Jen-

ner adopted the "opinion," even if Sharpe wrote it.

This is to say that Jenner disagrees with his own

opinion.

This case closely resembles Morgan v. United States,

304 U. S. 1, though much more flagrant. There the

Secretary of Agriculture adopted an order prepared

by subordinates in his department. There are two

grounds for the decision invalidating the action taken.
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The second ground, especially applicable here, is that

plaintiff was entitled to the judgment of the officer

appointed by law and informed by experience, acting

under the sanction of an official oath and bond. The

duty could not be delegated to subordinates, even in

the officer's own department. How much more fla-

grant are the facts here. The inference is cogent,

irresistible, that attorney for defendants pretended

to withdraw from the case for the purpose of manu-

facturing evidence in the guise of an opinion of the

Tax Commission. Thereupon he re-appeared. The

inference is much too strong to be rebutted by the

mere statement of the principals. Sharpe, though on

and off the stand, time and again, omitted to enlighten

the Master on this phase of his activities.

If we are right, as we believe, in saying that the

reassessment proceedings were mere brutum fulrrien,

and void, there is no occasion to say more. The so-

called opinion, at most, is only an argument. The

undisputed proof and finding abundantly support the

conclusion of the Master and Court that the reassess-

ments were not fair to plaintiff, are not entitled to

the presumption of correctness that attends action

performed under the sanction of an official oath and

bond.

SYSTEM VALUE

It will help understand if we do not follow the

labyrinth of specifications of error.

What we have to say under this heading covers

Adams County Specifications Nos. 2 to 10, inclusive

(Brief 96-138) and King County Specifications, Nos.
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7 to 13, inclusive, and subnumbers (Brief 81-162).

It is argued:

(a) That the determination of system value is not

required, and

(b) That valuation is not a '^formulaic process."

The complaint alleges that to determine value of

the railroad in Washington it is necessary to de-

termine value of the system and assign a portion to

the State (R. 10). The original and amended answers

admit this (R. 75, 137).

Northern Pacific R. v. State, 84 Wash. 510, 147

Pac. 45, holds that determination of system value

and assignment of a percentage to the State is re-

quired. See N. P. V. Adams County, 1 F. Supp. 163, 171.

Whether required or not, certainly this method of

valuing an interstate railroad is proper. The valuing

officers have invariably used it and claim to have

done so in this instance.

The courts have often well said that valuation is

not a "formulaic process." They have also said that

value of securities and net earnings are most ma-

terial. The cases are cited in our brief as appellant.

Appellants' reliance is on L. V. R. Co. v. Martin,

100 F. (2d) 139. The taxing system in New Jersey

is essentially different. Northern Pacific R. v. State,

supra. In the later case of Central R. of N. J. v.

Martin, Vol. 30, F. S. Advance Sheets, p. 41, the

former decision is distinguished and the valuations

reduced. Appellants ignore the later decision.

I
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PERIOD FOR AVERAGING SECURITY VALUES

Adams County No. 3 (Brief, 101) and King Coun-

ty 7-d and 8 (Brief 91-95) assert error in averaging

value of securities over a five-year period. They urge

that the Court should not have substituted its judg-

ment for that of the Tax Commission in its use of

a single year. Therein again is the false premise that

the Tax Commission, in fact, used one year. Mr.

Jenner having testified that he did not remember

how the valuations were made, the Commission's

method is unknown. The ''opinion" does not give the

answer. Its ''method" does not produce the valuation

fixed (R. 2770). The Court was free, therefore, to use

its own judgment. In this view the suggestion that

it was error not to use a single year hardly needs

answer. There is not to be found a case in which only

one year was used. It is not even claimed that the

Tax Commission ever before used a single year. It so

valued no other railroad. Court's Finding XI (R.

807) is as follows:

"Three or five years is a reasonable and repre-

sentative period for averaging the value of securi-

ties and capitalizing income."

It is not argued that this finding is not supported by

the evidence. It is, therefore, conclusive under Rule

53(e)(2). These same defendants, in the former

Adams County case, 1 F. Supp. 163, 183, denounced

the Master's use of one year. The Court said

:

"It is my opinion that these observations of

the able and seasoned counsel who gave expres-

sion to them are sound, but, if they are permis-

sible to be applied in criticism of the action of

the special master, it is difficult to perceive how
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they are not equally applicable when measuring

the conduct of the tax commission if it attempted

to do precisely what the special master did/'

(p. 184)

This contention, made in the former case, and the

holding of the Court, has almost the dignity of an

estoppel.

A table (R. 2780) shows that the market value of

the stock was $171,000,000 plus in 1931, $79,000,000

plus in 1932, $34,000,000 in 1933, $56,000,000 in

1934, $55,000,000 in 1935, and $49,000,000 plus in

1936. The stocks and bonds were $475,000,000 in

1931, $255,000,000 in 1933 and $344,000,000 in 1936.

A five-year average, dropping the earliest and adding

the latest year, shows relatively slight variation. A
single year is even worse from the standpoint of the

State than from that of the taxpayer because of in-

stability and fluctuation of the revenue which it will

receive from the largest taxpayers. Of course, it is

of no consequence to the company whether one or

more years are taken, provided only that there be

consistency. To permit the State to select whichever

period gives the highest valuation in a given year

would be to sanction fraud. In essence that is just

what appellants contend for. The Court, following

the Master (R. 807) said:

*'It used one year in an effort to select a period

that would give the greatest value to the prop-

erty rather than to find the fair market value."

Three-year averages were used for the year following

those involved in this case (1937—R. 2389).
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VALUATION OF SECURITIES BY NEW YORK STOCK
EXCHANGE SALES

Adams County Specification No. 4, Brief 107, ob-

jects to valuation of securities by sales on New York

Stock Exchange. The point is trifling. The values

found by the Master are identical with those of the

opinion in schedule No. 4 attached (R. 2781). This

issue was not made below. King County does not

make this argument. State Railroad Tax cases, 92

U. S. 575, 605.

VALUE OF NON-OPERATING ASSETS

Adams County Specification No. 5 {Brief 111)

King County Specifications No. 12 ^ 12-a to 12-m
(Brief, 107-161)

These assignments challenge the deduction for value

of non-operating property from value of plaintiff's

stocks and bonds. It is conceded, of course, that value

of property not used in the operation of the road must

be deducted from the value of the system computed

from stocks and bonds, because stocks and bonds rep-

resent the entire value of the assets of the Company.

State R. R. Tax Cases, 92 U. S. 575, 605. The opin-

ion (R. 2698) concedes the principle.

The Master's Finding XIII (R. 591), adopted by

the Court (R. 809), finds market value of $169,623,-

928 and $161,741,079 for 1935 and 1936 respectively.

These sums are deducted, as shown in Court's Find-

ing XIV (R. 812). The evidence does not show the

amount deducted by the Tax Commission ; but, on the

reassessment the totally inadequate sum of $108,000,-

000 plus for 1935 and $100,000,000 plus for 1936 (R.
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811) was deducted. Finding XIII (R. 811) shows

how the amounts were determined by the opinion

:

"In valuing each item of said non-operating

property, as stated, the Tax Commission attempt-

ed to value the same in such an additional

amount as purchasers of the stock and bonds of

plaintiff paid therefor by reason of plaintiff's

ownership of each item. No evidence was pre-

sented from which it can be found that purchas-

ers of the stock and bonds of Northern Pacific

paid the additional amounts at which said items

of non-operating property were valued by the

Tax Commission in excess of the amounts they

would have paid for plaintiff's stocks and bonds

if plaintiff had not owned said items of non-

operating property, either as a whole or with

respect to any item. It is impossible to determine

what amounts purchasers of stock and bonds of

Northern Pacific paid therefor because of the

ownership of said non-operating property or any
item thereof. Said valuations are purely specu-

lative, arbitrary and imaginary.

"In so attempting to value plaintiff's non-oper-

ating property said Tax Commission did not ex-

ercise or attempt to exercise an informed judg-

ment as to its true or cash market value. It

used said method of valuation in an attempt to

arrive at the highest rate base for purposes of

allocation to the State of Washington, and not in

an effort to arrive at the fair value of the North-

ern Pacific's operating property in the State of

Washington."

The evidence is uncontradicted that the Court's

valuation is market value. The statute, Ch. 123,

Laws 1935, Sec. 10, reads:

"Sec. 10. For the purpose of determining the
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system value of the operating property of any

such company, the commission shall deduct from

the actual cash value of the total assets of such

company, the actiml cash value of all non-oper-

ating property owned by such company. For

such purpose the commission may require of the

assessors of the various counties within this state

a detailed list of such company's properties as-

sessed by them, together with the assessable or

assessed value thereof: Provided, That such as-

sessed or assessable value shall be advisory only

and not conclusive on the commission as to the

value thereof." (Italics supplied)

At p. 112 of King County's brief counsel has the ef-

frontery to quote that part of the "opinion" holding

Sec. 10 unconstitutional, as being the official opinion

of the Tax Commission, in the face of the uncontra-

dicted testimony of Tax Commissioner Jenner, speak-

ing for himself and associates, that he did not believe

Sec. 10 unconstitutional. Mr. Jenner testified (R.

1836)

:

"Q. Let us not have any ifs and ands; did you
consider for the purpose of your valuation, your
re-valuation, that this section 10 was unconsti-

tutional?

A. No; I did not consider it unconstitutional."

The Master and Court found (R. 589 and 806) that

Sharpe wrote the opinion, and that Jenner disagreed

with the view attributed to him that Sec. 10 was un-

constitutional.

The Commission cannot question constitutionality

of the statute which created it, under which its mem-
bers hold office, made oath and gave bond to observe.

In Pacific T. & T. Co. v. Henneford, 199 Wash. 462,
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92 P. (2d) 214, where this same Tax Commission, by

the same attorney, argued unconstitutionality in con-

nection with litigation involving the revenue act of

1935, the court said at p. 472:

"It would seem that this question cannot be

urged by appellants as state officers, whose duty

it is to simply enforce the law as they find it."

To the same effect: L. <& N. R. Co. v. Bosworthy 209

Fed. 380, 410.

It is simply astounding that Tax Commissioner

Jenner should have testified that on the reassessment

he did not deduct market value of non-operating as-

sets because he did not assess the operating property

at its market value (R. 1826). Finding XIII, (R.

809). The reassessment statute. Sec. 4, reads:

"The Tax Commission shall determine, as of

the original assessment date, * * * the cash mar-

ket value of the property in question.'^

Jenner said that he found the so-called "commercial

value," as defined on p. 2 of Sharpens opinion (R.

2696). He did not know what this "commercial value"

was (R. 1818-9), nor could the Master elicit a defini-

tion (R. 373).

The uncontradicted testimony of Tax Commissioner

Jenner himself, and findings of both the Master and

Court prove that the Tax Commission on the reassess-

ments did not find or attempt to find either the mar-

ket value of the system or the market value of non-

operating property for deduction from system value

computed from stocks and bonds. On the other hand

the finding of Master and Court of market value of

non-operating assets of $169,623,928 and $161,741,-
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079 for 1935 and 1936 respectively is supported by

the uncontradicted evidence.

King County (Brief 35) refers to a lesser value of

non-operating property in the former Adams County

Case involving 1925 valuations. We would not men-

tion this irrelevant matter except for the imputation

of lack of candor. This question was then unimpor-

tant because stock and bond value was considerably

less than net income value. The opinion on reassess-

ment, itself, finds a value of 108 million, more than

twice the amount found in the 1925 case.

Specific Items of Non-Operating Assets

King County Specifications 12-c to 12'k {Brief

y

118-160)

Adams County devotes but a paragraph of its brief,

p. 115, to specific items. Detailed argument is made
by King County.

C. B. & Q. Stock

King County objects to the valuation of C. B. & Q.

stock at $75,889,799 and $65,728,837 for 1935 and

1936 respectively (R. 810). As the opinion did not

undertake to obtain market value, we might say no

more. However, the Master shows in his report (R.

414) that the "opinion" method of valuing this stock

was wrong. The Master sets out a table (R. 416)

which shows that by proper application of the

^'opinion" method the valuation would be $76,000,000

and $72,000,000 plus for the two years respectively.

The Master said that there was no evidence that con-

ditions on the Union Pacific were similar to those for

the Burlington or Northern Pacific. He further
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showed that actual sales of C. B. & Q. stock (R. 1069)

give a value of $69,000,000 plus and $67,000,000 plus

for the respective years. The Master said (R. 417)

:

**0f course, the 8% for the purposes of capi-

talization was arbitarily fixed by the Commis-
sion and is merely another evidence of its con-

stant endeavor in these reassessments to obtain

as great a value as possible for taxation purposes

in the State of Washington instead of trying to

arrive at the fair value of the property" * * *

The finding is fully supported by uncontradicted

evidence and is conclusive under Rule 53 (e) (2).

S. P. & S. Stocks and Bonds

In discussing the value of $9,000,000 for 1935 and

$10,000,000 for 1936 for the stocks and bonds of the

S. P. & S. railroad (R. 390), the Master refers to the

statement in the "opinion," that the Commission did

not adopt assessed value because part of the system

is in Oregon, and it could not delegate to Oregon au-

thorities the function of valuing property located in

Washington. This statement can be described only as

a palpable falsehood. The Master said (R. 391)

:

'The Tax Commission itself had to value the

S. P. & S. Ry. system and it did so. It made the

deduction of assessed value in 1933, and Mr.

Jenner admitted on cross examination that the

reason given in opinion was not correct. The

reason Mr. Jenner gave when he spoke for him-

self was that he was not trying to find the mar-

ket value of the assets but to determine the

amount which stock and bond purchasers paid

for Northern Pacific stocks and bonds by reason

of the Northern Pacific's ownership of the stock
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and bonds of the S. P. & S. Ry. from an invest-

ment standpoint."

The Master refers to the statutes which require the

Commission to value the operating property at true

cash value and to deduct true cash value of non-op-

erating property. The Master said (R. 392)

:

"When the Tax Commission fixed the value of

the S. P. & S. Ry. for taxation it had to determine

the actual cash value of the S. P. & S. Ry. sys-

tem, and when it deducted the stock and bonds

of the S. P. & S. system which represented the

assets, it had to determine the same actual cash

value. {Ridpath v. Spokane County ^ 23 Wash. 436,

63 Pac. 261). The idea that the Tax Commission

can value the S. P. & S. for taxes at more than

four times the amount at which it values the

same property for deduction purposes is to assert

that the Commission had a right to commit a

fraud on the taxpayer. Again permit me to refer

to the language of Judge Gose in 72 Washington,

49:
*' The law of common honesty applies to the

taxing power with the same force it applies to

an individual.'
**

The Master refers to and quotes from 63 Wash.

535, 545, 116 Pac. 7, 11. The Court said:

'The state is too just in the administration of

its laws to insist that railroad property should,

for taxation, be considered as of very great value,

and for the purpose of regulating rates to be

charged by such corporation as common carriers,

that the value of the same property is altogether

lower."

Of course, there can be but one value for whatever
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purpose used. As said in Great Northern v. Weeks,

297 U. S. 135, 139:

"The principles governing the ascertainment
of value for the purpose of taxation, are the

same as those that control in condemnation
cases, confiscation cases and generally in con-

troversies involving the ascertainment of just

compensation. West v. C. & P. Telephone Co.,

295 U. S. 662, 671.''

The stocks and bonds represent the entire assets.

As said in State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. S. 575,

605:

"It is therefore obvious, that, when you have
ascertained the current cash value of the whole
funded debt, and the current cash value of the

entire number of shares, you have, * * * ascer-

tained the true value of the road, all its property,

its capital stock, and its franchises; for these

are all represented by the value of its bonded
debt and of the shares of its capital stock."

See

Ridpath v. Spokane County, 23 Wash. 436,

63 Pac. 261.

If a lesser amount be deducted for the value of

these securities than the sum at which the property

which they represent is taxed, there is obviously

double taxation, once, indirectly to the Northern Pa-

cific by inclusion in the value of its own property;

and again, directly to the S. P. & S. Company, which

is the property of the Northern Pacific by ownership

of the securities. The decision of the Washington

Supreme Court in Ridpath v. Spokane County, supra,

is decisive that both the stock of a corporation and

its property cannot be taxed as thereby double taxa-
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tion results. It was shown that the Tax Commission,

when acting for itself, had deducted as the value of

the S. P. & S. securities, full one-half the assessed

value of the S. P. & S. railroad for 1933 (R. 2266).

It did not do otherwise until it fell under the domina-

tion and control of attorney for King County.

The objection to the use of assessed value is un-

tenable in view of the provisions of Sec. 7, Ch. 123,

Laws 1935 (printed in Adams County Brief, p. 169)

which authorizes, if it does not require, the use of

assessed values, especially where there is no better

evidence. Among matters which the Commission

shall consider are:

"the assessed valuation of any and all property

of such companies, whether operating or non-

operating property, and whether situated within

or outside the state * * *."

Section 10 (printed in Adams County Brief, p. 170)

provides

:

**Sec. 10. For the purpose of determining the

system value of the operating property of any

such Company, the commission shall deduct from

the actual cash value of the total assets of such

company, the actual cash value of all non-op-

erating property owned by such company. For

such purpose the commission may require of the

assessors of the various counties within this state

a detailed list of such company's properties as-

sessed by them, together with the assessable or

assessed value thereof; Provided, That such as-

sessed or assessable value shall be advisory only

and not conclusive on the commission as to the

value thereof." (Italics supplied)
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Northwestern Improvement Company Stock

King County discusses value of the stock of the

Northwestern Improvement Company (Brief, 132).

The Master discusses it at R. 385.

Land Grant

At p. 138 King County discusses the land grant.

The Master discusses that item, R. 394. He comments

on the discussion in the opinion (R. 396). He said

that the opinion does not attempt to determine cash

market value, as the statute requires. He refers to

the discussion on p. 19 of the opinion (R. 2713). Re-

ferring to the value of $6,500,000 for the land grant

for which King County now contends, the Master (R.

398) said:

"The evidence shows that Mr. Manschreck,

acting under the supervision of Mr. Sharpe, made
these figures, completely mistook the amount
added to surplus as shown in the annual report

to the stockholders * * *."

The Master found, and it is not denied, that the

valuation of the land grant in the "opinion^* was a

gross error. See Plaintiff's Exhibit 87 (R. 2604)

;

McCrary's testimony R. 2092 et seq.

Further, at R. 399, the Master said:

"Actual figures were ignored by the Tax Com-

mission in favor of a prophecy said to have been

made in 1917, and this is enough to prove they

made no bona fide effort to ascertain the value

of the land grant.''

At p. 144 of King County's brief a different theory

is advanced. The tabulation is incomprehensible. The

total net cash receipts for the period, June 30, 1917,

*
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to January 1, 1935, is shown at $18,000,000 plus,

from which is deducted deferred payments on land

contracts made prior to June 30, 1917. 25 I. C. C.

Valuation Rep. 580 is cited. We cannot understand

the accounting which deducts deferred payments for

a prior period from net cash receipts for a later

period. No witness testified to the computation. The

reference to 25 I. C. C. Valuation Rep. 580, indicates

that $18,062,210.72, deducted from the cash receipts,

represents "deferred payments outstanding June 30,

1917." Whether or not these deferred payments were

ever made does not appear. Nor, if they were made,

why they should be deducted.

At p. 146, a still different and novel computation

is submitted. Certainly the price paid for lands

which were sold has little or no bearing on value of

lands unsold. The land grant lies in a half dozen

states. What relevancy would the price paid for

lands in Washington have to prices paid for lands in

Idaho? Besides, the land grant produces a large in-

come from rents, grazing leases, sales of timber, etc.

by contracts under which the company still owns the

land. It is sufficient to say that these computations

are impossible of comprehension, were not before the

tax commission, nor before the court; and, finally,

under no circumstances have they the slightest bear-

ing on the fair market value of the land. Admittedly

market value was not found and no amount of sophis-

try permits the Tax Commission or counsel for these

defendants to substitute some other method of valua-

tion, even if better.

We also call attention to the manner in which the
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so-called opinion treats the extremely valuable iron

ore property, on which the Master comments (R. 404)

as follows:

''Another thing which I have considered, and
it has not been explained to me by defendants*

testimony, is why the valuable unmined iron ore

item shown on page 1 of Exhibit 6 and in detail

at the bottom of page 2 was ignored. All that

is deducted for the $6,419,426 of unmined ore

value is the difference between $6,233,395, the

computed value shown on page 20 of the opinion,

and $6,000,000 or $266,605. McCrary testified

to the large sums already received on account

of this unmined iron ore under the two leases

and that the lessees had paid taxes over $2,700,-

000 and had an investment in the property of

over $1,000,000. This testimony fully supports

the value of the unmined iron ore to which Mc-
Crary testified. This item has been repeatedly

placed before the Tax Commission and never

questioned. It seems to me they ignored it this

time."

U. S. Government Securities

Another significant circumstance is the treatment

of $2,379,399 in United States Government securities,

listed on Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 (R. 2228). These se-

curities, liquid assets, appear to have been valued in

the opinion, summarized at R. 2715, at $1,347,633.

Here again Mr. Jenner does not agree with his (?)

opinion because he testified that the full cash value

of such securities should be deducted (R. 1844). King

County's brief, p. 151, discussing the subject gen-

erally, avoids this question.
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Northern Pacific Terminal Company Stock

King County's brief, p. 155, discusses this item.

The Master in his report considers it at R. 412. The

Minnesota case cited in the brief, 43 N. W. 841, is

opposed to appellants' contention. The Northern Pa-

cific owns 40% of the stock in the Terminal Company,

but its use is only 15%. The property is taxed at full

value in Oregon. The Northern Pacific property is

valued on the basis of its earnings and value of se-

curities which fully reflects its interest in the ter-

minal. State Railroad Tax Cases, supra. Unless

the stock is deducted there would obviously be

double taxation in Washington and again in Oregon.

Plainly Oregon had a right to tax the terminal, and

did so. Ridpath v. Spokane County, 23 Wash. 436,

63 Pac. 261 holds that to tax both the stock and the

property is double taxation.

CAPITAUZED NET INCOME

Adams County, Brief, 122—King County^s Brief, 86

King County Specifications 7-b and 7-c (Brief, 86)

assign error that the Master and court erred in using

capitalized net income in finding system value. Here

again the argument is that the court substituted its

judgment for that of the Tax Commission. It is not

claimed that the Tax Commission has not always used

net earnings and did not do so in fixing these valua-

tions. There is an argument in the pretended opinion

that net earnings should be excluded. However, at-

torney for King County is not always consistent. We
quote, as follows from his opinion (R. 2698)

:

**(4) Among the tests customarily applied to
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determine such market value are the following:

(a) the capitalization, at a certain rate of yield,

of what the average net railway operating in-

come of the property was or should have been

for a series of years last past.'^

We emphasize that in the above quotation it is ad-

mitted that capitalization of earnings is a test of

'^market value." ''Commercial value" was the object

sought. "Commercial value" is defined in the opinion

(Footnote, R. 2696) as follows:

''By 'commercial value' as used in this opinion,

is meant that value computed with sole reference

to the property's future earnings."

The Master said (R. 373, 588) that neither Mr. Jen-

ner nor anyone else could explain what is meant by

"commercial value." In King County's brief (p. 3) it

is defined as follows:

"Commercial value is that value computed
without reference to cost, reproduction cost, or

depreciated reproduction cost."

This is a new invention, unidentified except by its

author, fundamentally differing with his definition in

the "opinion," and presented for the first time on the

appeal. Master's Finding XIX (R. 600), Court's

Finding XIX (R. 820) are in part as follows:

"The Tax Commission did not value nor at-

tempt to value the system operating property at

actual cash market value * * * The Tax Commis-
sion calls the result of $231,284,705 for 1935 and

$244,205,050 for 1936 the 'commercial value' of

the property. This commercial value is not

otherwise defined or explained than in the foot-

note on page 2 of the Opinion as follows

:

" 'By "commercial value" as used in this
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opinion, is meant that value computed with sole

reference to the property's future earnings/

'Whatever 'commercial value' may be, said

figures of $231,284,705 and $244,205,050 were
not the actual cash value nor cash market value

of plaintiff's system operating property for the

respective years, but are greatly in excess there-

of."

The finding cites and is based upon the testimony of

Commissioner Jenner (R. 1832, etc.).

To reject capitalized earnings is to reject the

most definite and certain factor, the factor to which

the State Supreme Court attaches most weight in the

cases cited in our brief as appellant (p. 11 et seq.).

See:

Inland Empire R. Co. v. Whitman, 128

Wash. 358, 223 Pac. 6;

Willapa Electric Co. v. Pacific County , 160

Wash. 412, 295 Pac. 152;

0. W. R. & N. V. Thurston County, 98 Wash.
218, 167 Pac. 930;

Metropolitan Building Company Tax Cases,

64 Wash. 615, 117 Pac. 495; 144 Wash.
469, 258 Pac. 473.

In the last cited case, the court (p. 477) analyzed

the evidence, finding that

"the net income or profit for the year ending

January 31, 1926, was $67,402.20, and the aver-

age profit for the five years preceding the levy

was $73,958.45. This average profit, being the

larger sum, when capitalized shows a value of

$600,000 plus to $800,000 plus, according to the

factor used, or an assessable value of $300,000 to

$400,000 (the assessment being fifty per cent of
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the actual value) as against the $700,000 fixed by

the county assessor in the first instance.

''Evidence to this same effect was before the

tax commission, but apparently that body disre-

garded all such evidence of the results of actual

experience * * *" and adopted a theoretical basis

for ascertaining profit.*****
'The judgment, good faith and efficiency of

respondent being unquestioned, it seems to us that

to disregard the results of its actual operations in

favor of a theory, based largely upon opinion

evidence, was to act capriciously and arbitrarily

as the law applies those terms." (Italics supplied)

It will be noted that the assessed valuation as re-

duced by the trial court was affirmed by the Supreme

Court by reference exclusively to capitalization of net

earnings.

The explanation seems apparent, at least, is consis-

tent. The reason for exclusive reliance on value of

securities is that the Northern Pacific is a great hold-

ing company and the value of its outside property is

reflected in its securities. By exclusive use of se-

curity values and gross and deliberate undervaluation

of the outside properties, the apparent value of op-

erating property could be and was inflated. But this

device could not be applied in valuing by capitaliza-

tion of net income. The net railway operating in-

come is known and definite. It cannot be manipu-

lated. Therefore, it had to be, and was, ignored.

We submit that even if net earnings be not essential

to determine "commercial value," whether as defined

in the pretended opinion, or (by the same person) as

on p. 3 of King County's brief, it is the most impor-
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tant factor in determining the fair cash ynarket value

of plaintiff's property, for which neither ''commercial

value/' ''latent value," "unproductive value," nor any

other "value" can be substituted.

COST OF REPRODUCTION

Adams County Specifications U, S and 9 (Brief, 107

y

126, 131) King County Specifi.cations 9, 9-a (Brief

96), 11 (Brief, 106), and 13 (Brief, 161)

Cost of reproduction is sufficiently discussed in our

brief as appellants. Complaint is made that the

Master adopted the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion's cost of reproduction brought down to date by

the method prescribed by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. The cost used by appellants is the cost

determined in 1917 at 1914 prices, less depreciation

up to 1917, but without any depreciation from 1917

to date. Mr. Sharood made allowance for this addi-

tional depreciation, and he did so in strict accordance

with the method prescribed by the Commission in its

own order. See Master's summary of Sharood's testi-

mony (R. 436-449). If further details are desired,

Sharood's testimony will be found at R. 980. Appel-

lants' cost figure assumes that no depreciation oc-

curred since 1917 in the structure existing at that

date. In the Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. at p.

456, the company's position that no depreciation would

occur in a well maintained railroad was rejected.

At p. 96 of King County's brief it is objected that

the court should have used present cost of reproduc-

tion. There was no evidence of such cost except that

offered by plaintiff. Exhibit 39-a, p. 97, is a com-
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parison of prices of materials, etc. in 1910 to 1914

with current prices. They are compiled by regions

and without reference to any particular railroad.

Neither has the Commission allowed for the enormous

improvement in efficiency of machines and methods

which has occurred since 1917. It is likewise as-

sumed by King County that the railroad would be re-

constructed in 1935 exactly as it was constructed in

1917. See Master's Finding XXI (R. 603) and

Court's Finding XXI (R. 823), copied at p. 25 of our

brief as appellant. This finding, supported by un-

contradicted evidence, is not even questioned. It

proves the utter irrelevancy of the I. C. C.'s estimate

of reproduction cost in 1917 of a railroad that would

not have been reconstructed at all in 1935. Bailey v.

Megan, 102 F. (2d) 651.

ALLOCATION

Adams County Specifications 11, 12, 13 {Brief, 138)

King County Specifications 14- to 14-d {Brief, 162)

King County discusses this subject at pp. 162 to

231. There is no occasion for plaintiff to repeat its

discussion of allocation in its brief as appellant. King

County still pretends that the so-called Turnburke

method described in the spurious opinion was used.

The evidence showed, and the Master found, that the

discussion in the pretended opinion is a verbatim copy

of brief of attorney for King County in the former

case. The Master discusses the Turnburke and

Newell methods at R. 380, 428, 453-484. Master's

Finding XXII (R. 603) ; Court's Finding XXII (R.

824), leave nothing more to be said. It is not even
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suggested that these findings are not supported by

uncontradicted evidence. They are conclusive under

Rule 53 (e) (2).

Besides the Turnburke and Newell methods, which

were submitted below, a number of other methods

were advocated for the first time. Those methods

have no support in the record, nor advocates except

attorney for King County. Allocation theories first

submitted in this Court are not even entitled to notice.

Much of the argument under this heading in King

County^s brief is simply incomprehensible. For in-

stance, the rate prorate theory of allocation of earn-

ings invented for use in this case, the recalculations

allowing for error in the Turnburke and Newell

methods, etc. The allocation factor computed by at-

torney for King County in the pretended opinion is

34.47% for 1935 and 33.92% for 1936. The alloca-

tion factor found by the Master and Court is 30.93%

for 1935 and 30.87% for 1936. Finally, at p. 219 of

King County's brief counsel, himself vitiates the

whole argument by saying that, after all, relative re-

production cost is the best of all, and should be used

as the sole allocation factor.

The so-called Turnburke theory was invented by

one V. P. Turnburke, an accountant for the Great

Northern Railway, and advocated in Great Northern

V. Weeks, 11 F. (2d) 405, 297 U. S. 135. It has never

been used nor, before, even advocated. The Court of

Appeals in 77 F. (2d) at p. 410, said:

"Appellant presented the five factor method to

the board. It is undisputed that no such method

as now advanced was ever presented to the
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board in this matter or in any other. In fact,

this method has never been used by any railroad

or tax commission so far as any of the witnesses

knew, and it was prepared subsequent to the

making of this assessment. Certainly, this as-

sessment should not be overthrown for a reason

which the board never heard of. More strongly

is that true, when, as shown by this evidence,

there is grave doubt as to the verity and useful-

ness of the method now advanced."

It is also true here that the Turnburke method was

not known to the Washington Tax Commission and

could not have been and was not used in making

these valuations. It is undisputed, and the Master

found, that the Turnburke method was not applied

to any railroad in Washington, not even to the Great

Northern (R. 1824). Besides, the method now ad-

vocated is not even the Turnburke method. The Turn-

burke method, as advocated by its author, is not pol-

luted by the injection of relative cost of reproduction.

This last is an invention of attorney for appellants.

The Turnburke method, no doubt, had great merit in

the opinion of Turnburke, as applied to the Great

Northern in North Dakota. It appears from the

opinion of the Supreme Court in Great Northern v.

Weeks, 297 U. S. at p. 143, that the usual five-factor

method would assign 18.45% of the Great Northern's

system value to North Dakota. The Turnburke method

would assign 12.50% as appears on p. 144. See Mas-

ter's Finding (R. 604). The Supreme Court said:

'*As petitioner gives this method scant, if any,

support here and as it was rejected by the lower

courts, we need not consider it." (p. 145)
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Needless to say, the Great Northern did not advocate

the Turnburke method for assessment of its property

in the State of Washington. Tax Commissioner Jen-

ner testified that Mr. Sharpe did not advise him that

the Court of Appeals had disapproved the Turnburke

method (R. 588, 1824).

As a further commentary upon the methods of

Sharpe, we quote from the ''opinion" he foisted upon

the Tax Commission and the Court (R. 2759), in

which the false statement is made that the method

was strenuously advocated in the Supreme Court,

and its rejection by the Court of Appeals is sup-

I
pressed

:

"Mr. Turnburke, at the trial of the case of

Great Northern Railway Co. v. Weeks, 297 U. S.

135, proposed on behalf of the railroad company
a method of allocation based upon relative net

railway operating income less taxes paid. The
use of this method was strenuously urged by the

general counsel for the Great Northern not only

in the district court but in the circuit court of

appeals and the United States Supreme Courts
(Italics supplied)

So far as the method submitted by one J. P. Newell

is concerned, it is shown that he had scant qualifica-

tions. He was an engineer and professional witness

without experience in railroad accounting. See Find-

ing XXII (R. 607). The Newell method was not even

known to the attorney for King County at the time he

wrote the Tax Commission's opinion, much less to the

Tax Commission itself. It differs essentially from,

and is wholly inconsistent with, the Turnburke
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method. It is subject to many of the same objections.

Master's Finding XXII (R. 608).

Appellants did not choose between the two in the

court below, nor, as far as we can make out, have they

made a choice in this court.

Counsel for King County, laboring under some

strange obsession, object at extraordinary length to

the use of the mileage prorate for assigning interstate

revenue to the several states through which the busi-

ness moves. On this he founded his objection to rela-

tive gross revenue as an allocation factor. But, as

the Master shows, it is immaterial whether this factor

be used or not. The average of the five factors is

27.345 for 1935 and 26.692 for 1936. The average

of four factors, excluding gross revenue, is 27.42 for

1935 and 26.99 for 1936. The Master discusses allo-

cation factors at R. 426 et seq.

^^Defendant objected strenuously to the mile-

age prorate. The evidence shows this is univer-

sally used throughout the United States, is the

basis prescribed by the Public Service Commis-

sion of the State of Washington in 1914 and ever

since. No other method of apportioning gross

revenue has ever been used or known. Neither

the Tumburke nor Newell methods have ever

been used or even advocated except in Great

Northern v. Weeks and Turnburke's method was
there repudiated by the court." (R. 427)

The gross revenue factor, so computed, is generally

used by the courts, as in Great Northern v. Weeks.

It has been approved by the Supreme Court of North

Dakota in M. St P. & S. S. M. v. State, 152 N. W.

513. The argument on allocation found in the pre-
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tended opinion was copied from the brief of attorney

for King County in the former tax case. Sharpens

brief is at R. 2411-2602, and the argument on allo-

cation in the opinion is at R. 2718-2758.

Finally, on the so-called Turnburke method of allo-

cation by the relation of net earnings in a state to sys-

tem net earnings, we find that Adams County et al.

disagree with King County et al. We note at p. 57

of Adams County's brief the following statement:

"Of course, the earnings power of that portion

of the Northern Pacific Railway operating prop-

erty situated in Washington is best indicated

by the net earnings of that portion. But the

trouble is that such net earnings are impossible

of accurate, or anywhere nearly accurate, ascer-

tainment." (Italics supplied)

As a matter of fact, if net earnings in a state could

be determined there was no need to determine sys-

tem value and allocate a portion to Washington by the

use of relative net earnings, or any other factor. Net

earnings in the state could be directly capitalized.

The Tax Commission, in its form of annual report,

requires the company to show net revenues in the

State. There is an accepted and approximately cor-

rect method for doing this; namely, by assigning all

I
of the local revenue plus a mileage proportion of in-

terstate revenue ; and by assigning all expenses which

are capable of direct ascertainment (about 75%),

plus a proportion of general and overhead expense,

computed by generally used methods. Peterson, an

experienced railroad statistician, shows that net rail-

way operating income in Washington for 1934 was
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$1,446,367, capitalized at 6% gave a value in Wash-

ington of only $24,106,117. For details see Peterson's

testimony (R. 1108). Ex. 58 (R. 2338).

King County's argument beginning at p. 162 ig-

nores the Master's report, his finding XXII (R. 603)

and Court's Finding (R. 824). We think this court

can and should dispose of the argument on allocation

by the mere statement that the Master and Court

found that the allocation methods urged on this Court

by appellants are fundamentally erroneous. Other

allocation methods not urged below are not entitled to

notice by this Court. G. N. v. Weeks, 77 F. (2d) 405,

410; Simkins Federal Practice (1934 Ed.) §327.

DISCRIMINATION

Adams County Specification lU {Brief, 11^7)

Objection is made by Adams County, Brief 147, to

Court's Finding XXIII (R. 824). King County does

not make this objection. The Court finds the ratio of

assessed value to market value of all locally assessed

property for 1935 was 44.99 7o; the percentage of

market value at which plaintiff's operating property

was assessed in said several counties is 62.61%. For

1936 the percentages are 45.26^0 and 66.85 7o. This

finding is based upon an official finding of the State

Board of Equalization which has the duty under Sec-

tion 70 Chap. 130 Laws 1925 (Appendix p. 3) to

find the percentages of assessed to market value in

the several counties and apply those same percentages

to railroad property (Section 14 Chap. 123 Laws

1935, Appendix p. 3). See Skagit v. Northern Pa-
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dfic Ry. Co., 61 F. (2d) 638. No issue was made be-

low as to these ratios. This finding puts the case out-

side the dissenting opinion in Great Northern v.

Weeks. Plaintiff's case is supported by both opinions.

It is not necessary to show discrimination between

railroads. There is no classification in Washington.

The point was ruled by this court in W. W. P. Co. v.

Kootenai, 270 Fed. 369.

PERSONAL PROPERTY VALUATION

King County Specifications No. ^ and J^a {Brief, 67)

King County (but not Adams County) argues that

all of the personal property taxes for 1935 have been

paid, though under protest, and erroneously states

that the 1936 personal property taxes have been paid.

This point, if it be one, was not called to the attention

of the court below. No finding was asked and no ob-

jection made to the decree. It is a lurking error, if

error. Section 11156 (printed in Adams County

Brief, p. 160) provides for an annual assessment of

operating property of all railroad companies. Sec-

tion 11157-4 provides that operating property

"shall include all franchises, rights of way, road-

beds, tracks, terminals, rolling stock equipment

and all other real and personal property of such

company, used or employed in the operation of

the railroad or in conducting its business."

Section 11164 provides that the Tax Commission shall

value the operating property. Section 11165, that the

Commission shall prepare an assessment roll and

place after the name of each railroad company a gen-
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eral description of its property, which shall include

"its real property, rights of way, tracks, stations,

terminals, appurtenances, rolling stock, equip-

ment, franchises and all other real and personal

property of such company."

Section 11168 provides that, after equalization, the

Commission shall

"apportion the value of the operating properties

of each railroad company to the county or coun-

ties through or into which the lines thereof may
extend,"

on a mileage of line basis. Under these statutes the

Tax Commission fixed the value of the operating

property, including the rolling stock, etc., at $90,000,-

000 and $88,500,000, respectively, for 1935 and 1936,

and certified to each county a mileage proportion of

both real and personal property. The tax rate is the

same on both classes. There are no provisions for

separate valuation of rolling stock. The only provi-

sion is Section 11170 that the rolling stock and other

movable property shall be assessed and taxed as per-

sonal property, but not separately valued. The valua-

tion of personal property is purely discretionary. The

Commission finds system value in the state and as-

signs an arbitrary portion to personal property. It

is impossible to differentiate between the two classes.

For example, the company could not prove the market

value of the equipment, apart from the railroad, for

the reason that it would have no value except junk

value, or a forced sale value. The company would not

be heard to complain, if the system value be correct,

that the personal property, considered separately, was
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overvalued, nor conversely. In Northern Pacific v.

State, 84 Wash. 510, 147 Pac. 45, a railroad tax case,

the court said:

**It has been as firmly established as anything

can be by judicial determinations, that all of the

property of a public service corporation * * *

whether real, personal or mixed * * * is one en-

tire indivisible thing * * In that view it would
be the height of absurdity to consider value and
impose a tax upon one part of such entire thing

separate from the rest * * * One might as well

endeavor to value one part of any mechanical

device by itself as to so value the franchise of a

public service corporation by itself, or so value

its land, or likewise its movables."

In Baker v. Druesdow, 263 U. S. 137, the company

alleged that its intangible property was overvalued,

while admitting that the entire property was not

over-valued. Relief was denied. The court said:

''The trial court found on adequate evidence

that the aggregate assessment placed upon the

tangible and intangible property of the railroad

in Harris county was about 45% of their aggre-

gate true value, whereas the other property in

the county was assessed at about 50% of its true

value. Thus the railroad was not, in essence,

subjected to any discrimination."

The distinction attempted is technical and artificial

to the last degree. It is wholly without substance. It

makes no difference how much of the value was as-

sessed to one or the other kind of property. The tax

is not affected. The point is an afterthought.

This same question was presented to the court in

Skagit County v. Northern Pacific R. Co., 61 F. (2d)
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638 (See brief of appellants King County, p. 110 et

seq.) The court evidently thought it was too unsub-

stantial to deserve notice.

In the Adams County Case, 1 F. Supp. 163, the as-

sessment was treated as a unit, as in this case. In the

decrees entered for subsequent years following Adams

County Case, there was no distinction made between

real and personal property (R. 2292-2303). Of course,

there was no reason for making the distinction any

more than there is in this case.

Finally, counsel's statement, on p. 69, that all the

1936 personal property taxes have been paid, is er-

roneous, as counsel well knows. The question is not

involved for 1936.

ALLEGED AGREED VALUATION

King County (Brief, 83) makes a pretense that

plaintiff agreed to a valuation of $105,000,000 in

1932. From this premise it argues that the valuation

of only $90,000,000 in 1935 and $88,500,000 in 1936

cannot be intentional or fraudulent overvaluation.

Adams County makes similar argument (Brief, 42).

The District Court decided the 1925 litigation in

1932. The parties agreed to accept the method of

valuation used by the court for application to the

valuations for the years 1927 to 1932 inclusive con-

cerning which suits were then pending. The value

for 1932 at $105,000,000 was computed by the use

of the average of five years value of securities and

net earnings. The five-year period applied to 1932

included the years 1927 to 1931 inclusive. The years
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1927 to 1929 inclusive were pre-depression years of

very high security values and net income. Had the

single preceding year, 1931, been used, the value

would have been scarcely more than one-fourth of

$105,000,000. It is altogether likely that plaintiff

would not have agreed to this basis of settlement, in

view of the decisions in A. T. <& S. F. Ry. v. United

States, 284 U. S. 248; Los Angeles Gas Co, v. R. R.

Com., 289 U. S. 287; In re K. C. Ry, AssessTnent, 33

P. (2d) 772, except for other considerations it ob-

tained by the settlement, presently to be stated. These

cases hold that the years prior to 1930 belong to a

"different economic era." Values and prices for those

years cannot be applied to conditions in 1931 and suc-

ceeding years. But, in addition to disposing of what

promised to be interminable litigation, and in the

just expectation that for future years the Tax Com-

mission would make fair valuations, interest had

accumulated in the amount of $1,334,176.64 on the

balance payable under the settlement, which was

waived, and a judgment against defendants for ap-

proximately $1,000,000, which was offset under the

settlement against taxes outstanding, thereby en-

abling plaintiff to realize on the judgment, something

Y^hich we had grave doubts of being otherwise able

to do. See Smith's testimony (R. 1003). Plaintiff's

Exhibits 25 to 28 (R. 2283-2301). This is another

commentary upon the candor and dependability of

the statements contained in King County's brief.

By contrast with the table at p. 84, King County's

brief, we submit the following comparison of assessed

value for the year 1929 under the settlement with the
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assessed values for 1935 and 1936, and comparison of

net income for the two periods

:

1929 1935 1936

unt of assessed valuation $112,000,000 $90,000,000 $88,500,000

(Agreed decree)

3—Percent less than
29 assessment 19.64% less 20.98% less

railway operating

iome (calendar years

28, 1934 and 1935) (R. 2779)..$ 25,454,369 $ 7,915,209 $ 7,726,342

3—percent less

an 1929 figure 68.90% less 69.65% less

These figures prove that the valuations have been

reduced since 1929 by only a third as much as de-

manded by the reduced income.

Finally on this subject, we accepted the District

Court's formula in the 1925 case, including the inde-

fensible use of 20% cost, for the reason that cost fac-

tor increased value computed from capitalized net in-

come by only 4.040% for 1925 (Ptf. Ex. 17, R. 2244)

and .377% for 1926. The cost factor, as used in the

former case, had little effect. In this case, as shown

in our brief as appellant, pp. 10 and 11, the use of

cost factor by the court has increased the capitalized

income value for 1935 by 60.78% and for 1936 by

58.31%. As used in the pretended opinion the per-

centages are 136.08% for 1935 and 182.83% for 1936

(Sheets 17-a and 18, Ptf. Ex. 1, R. 2245, 2246). No
more is needed to prove that the 1935 and 1936 valu-

ations are indefensible even if cost factor be used as

it was in the former case. Plaintiff would not object

if the net income value shown in the case at bar were

increased by no more than 4.04% for 1935 and .377%

for 1936, as the District Court did in the former case.
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What has been said brings this case within the sec-

ond decision in Central R. of N. J. v. Martin^ Vol. 30,

No. 1, F. S. Adv. Sheets, p. 41 (ignored by appel-

lants), overturning the assessed valuations, on the

ground that the taxing officers did not reflect de-

creased earnings in their assessed valuations; also

within Great Northern v. Weeks.

The following quotation is taken from the New
Jersey Case cited

:

"The Erie Railroad system earned $24,027,989
in 1931 (Tax year) and its New Jersey prop-

erties were assessed at $48,507,412. In 1936
(Tax year) the earnings fell to $15,895,187, but

the New Jersey assessment was decreased only

to $45,938,958.*******
"The Central Railroad of New Jersey in 1931

(Tax year) earned $14,467,442 and its New
Jersey properties were valued at $104,837,338.
In 1936 (Tax year) the system earned $8,065,-

980 and the assessment was reduced to $87,-

291,161.*******
"This decline (in assessed value) is obviously

fortuitous and not reflective of the diminished
earnings * * * It is their (the assessors) duty
to reflect these earnings in the assessments."

In the Weeks Case, p. 151, the court said:

"It clearly appears that the board failed to

give reasonable weight to the falling off of peti-

tioner's traffic, gross earnings, operating in-

come, the extraordinary shrinkage in values of

railroad properties, the prices of commodities
and securities generally. The value of petition-

er's property varied with the profitableness of
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its use, present and prospective. Clevelandy C.

C. & St. L. Ry. Co. V. Backus, 154 U. S. 439, 445.

Southern Ry. Co. v. Kentucky, 274 U. S. 76, 81-

82. Petitioner's system net operating income

was for 1929 in round figures $32,457,000; in

the following years $21,912,000, $12,669,000,

$1,290,000. The board persistently disregarded

known conditions essential to the just ascertain-

ment of value."

This language applies literally in the case at bar.

PLAINTIFF'S OMISSION TO OFFER TESTIMONY ON
THE REASSESSMENT HEARING

King County's Brief, p. 172, makes another mis-

leading and erroneous argument based upon the al-

leged refusal of plaintiff to offer testimony at the re-

assessment hearing as to its objections to the Turn-

burke method of allocation. It appears from Mas-

ter's Finding IX, quoted supra, pp. 13-20, that Sharpe,

who was conducting the hearing, inquired of plain-

tiff's counsel if he wanted to offer anything further,

and that

''Plaintiff's counsel said to the Commission

that if advised of the errors that the Commission

believed had occurred in the original assessments,

he might be able to offer some assistance but

without such information he had nothing to of-

fer other than the evidence already before the

Commission."

This was then and still is true. Sharpe was trying

to lay a trap for plaintiff. He said he was ''quite sure

that it appeared to the Tax Commission that probably

in their first assessment they did not include the B
and C bonds of the Northern Pacific and did not treat
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the Burlington stock as non-operating property.'* This

statement is false for the reason that to treat the

Burlington stocks and bonds as suggested by Sharpe

would increase the assessed valuations, not decrease

them. The Commission had no jurisdiction to make

an increase. It had jurisdiction to reassess only to

correct an excessive assessment. The Tax Commis-

sion, though presumably it had excluded both Bur-

lington bonds and stock, as it had been in the habit

of doing, as the Master found, evidently, under the

tuition of Sharpe, was then preparing to reverse that

practice, including the bonds in the capital account

and deducting the stock as non-operating property.

It reversed its practice of long standing for the reason

that by 1935 the stocks were of less value than the

bonds; whereas, they had formerly been of greater

value. When the stock was of greater value than

the bonds the exclusion of both stock and bonds would

make for a higher valuation; but by 1935 the bonds

were of greater value, and the inclusion of both would

make for a higher valuation. This was to play "heads

I win, tails you lose."

TRAFFIC REPORT OF FEDERAL COORDINATOR
AND TESTIMONY OF ONE STUVER

{King County's Brief, 2S7-2U0)

King County, but not Adams County, assign error

in rejecting Exhibit 64-B (R. 2881), a 115-page book

issued by the Federal Co-Ordinator on May 6, 1935,

which covers traffic handled by railroads, water car-

riers, highway carriers and pipe lines. Out of the

mass of statistics in the book the isolated conclusion
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rawn is that terminal costs aggregate 37% of line

aul cost. On this premise, Stuver builds another

icomprehensible exhibit shown by Sharpens affidavit

y have been prepared under his direction (R. 2215).

As to the traffic report, counsel's argument is that

he report was admissible because it "could have been

onsidered (although it wasn't) by the Tax Commis-

ion." The hearsay rule is clearly applicable to this

xhibit. But even if this were not so, Stuver's compu-

ations based thereon (Exhibit 64-A, R. 2896-2901),

rove nothing. The report is based on national aver-

ges, and there is no suggestion that it is applicable

3 the Northern Pacific. Courts judicially know that

onditions on the various railroads in different sec-

ions vary greatly. The cited case of N. Y. N. H. &
{. R. Co. Reorganization, 224 I. C. C. 723, 727, is not

n point. The constructive mileage allowances used

1 that case were based on a study of the railroad in

uestion.

But, even if Stuver's computations are appropriate

,nd admissible, they are intended to meet only one

f the many objections to the Turnburke theory found

•y the Master and Court. This is shown by Sharpe's

tatement to the Master as to the purpose of the ex-

dbit (R. 2217).

The Master has discussed the testimony of Wilson,

/leans, Stuver, and Sharpe, at R. 531 et seq., to which

lothing need be added. The Master at R. 543, for ex-

imple, said:

"On top of that it appears from the testimony

of Mr. Stuver all the way through that the ex-

hibits were prepared in accordance with direc-
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tions of Mr. Sharpe; that the percentages he

used, for instance, on page 1955 of the record,

where he was assuming a certain percentage of

constructive mileage representative of terminal

handlings, using the percentage of 32.6218 miles,

he said he was told by Mr. Sharpe to work out
that calculation and use that figure rather than
any other arbitrary figure."

This mass of calculations, prepared by Sharpe and

put in the record by the above named witnesses as

Sharpens mouthpiece, deal principally with the mile-

age prorate method of apportioning interstate reve-

nue. It was discussed but rejected by the Master (R.

531, 545). The calculations and testimony are in-

comprehensible, at least to counsel, certainly to the

Washington or any other Tax Commission. These

methods, if they may be called methods, have never

been used by this or any other Tax Commission in this

or any other matter. We believe that it will not be

necessary for this Court to read that portion of King

County's brief; and, with due respect, suggest that

the Court will not comprehend it if it does.

We respectfully pray that these appellants' specfi-

cations of error be overruled and judgment affirmed

on their appeal.

L. B. daPonte,

Robert S. Macfarlane,

Dean H. Eastman,
Attorneys for Appellee,

Northern Pacific Railway Company.
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[Appendix 1]

APPENDIX

Chapter i, Laws of Washington 1937

(Initiative Measure No. 114)

"Section 1. Except as hereinafter provided, the

aggregate of all tax levies upon real and personal
property by the state, county, school district, road
district, and city or town shall not in any year exceed
forty mills on the dollar of assessed valuation, which
assessed valuation shall be fifty per cent of the true

and fair value of any such property in money ; and the

levy by the state shall not exceed two mills to be ex-

clusively for the support of the University of Wash-
ington, Washington State College and the Normal
Schools of the state; the levy by any county shall not

exceed ten mills including the levy for the county
school fund, the levy by or for any school district shall

not exceed ten mills, the levy for any road district

shall not exceed three mills, and the levy by any city

or town shall not exceed fifteen mills : Provided, That
nothing herein shall limit port district levies other-

wise than as provided by existing law, nor limit the

power of any county to levy taxes at the rate provided

by law for any taxing district other than a school dis-

trict or road district, where such taxing district in-

cludes less than the whole county: Provided, further,

That the limitations imposed by this section shall not

prevent the levy of additional taxes, not in excess of

five mills per annum and without anticipation of de-

linquencies in payment of taxes, in an amount equal

to the interest and principal payable in the next suc-

ceeding year on general obligation bonds, outstanding

at the time of the taking effect of this act, issued by

or through the agency of the state, or any county,

city, town, or school district, nor the levy of addi-

tional taxes to pay interest on or towards the reduc-
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tion, at the rate provided by statute, of the principal

of county, city, town, or school district warrants out-

standing on December 8, 1932; but the millage limita-

tion of this proviso with respect to general obligation

bonds shall not apply to any taxing district in which a

larger levy is necessary in order to prevent the im-

pairment of the obligation of contracts: Provided^

further, That any county, school district, road dis-

trict, city or town shall have the power to levy taxes

at a rate in excess of the rate specified in this act,

when authorized so to do by the electors of such coun-

ty, school district, road district, city or town by a

three-fifths majority of those voting on the proposi-

tion at a special election, to be held in the year in

which the levy is made, and not oftener than once in

such year, in the manner provided by law, for holding

general elections, at such time as may be fixed by the

body authorized to call the same, which special elec-

tion may be called by the board of county commis-

sioners, board of school directors, or council or other

governing body of any city or town or road district,

by giving notice thereof for two successive weeks by

publication and posting in the manner provided by

law for giving notices of general elections, at which

special election the proposition of authorizing such

excess levy shall be submitted in such form as to en-

able the voters favoring the propostion to vote "Yes,"

and those opposed thereto to vote "No": Provided^

That the total number of persons voting at such spe-

cial election shall constitute forty per cent of the

voters in said taxing district who voted for the office

of governor at the next preceding gubernatorial elec-

tion."
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Sec. IJ4-, Ch. 123, Laws of Washington 1935:

*^Sec. 14. The assessment rolls of companies

assessed under the provisions of this act shall be re-

viewed, examined and corrected by the state board

of equalization at its annual meeting held in Septem-
ber for the purpose of equalizing the assessed valua-

tion of the taxable property of the state and said

state board of equalization may correct the valuation

in such manner as may in its judgment make the

valuation thereof just and relatively equal with the

valuation of the general property of the state. The
said state board of equalization shall not increase the

valuation of any property on such assessment roll,

without giving to the company at least five days^

written notice by registered letter to appear and show
cause, if any there be, why such valuation shall not

be increased. Upon determination by the state board
of equalization of the true and correct actual cash

value of the property appearing on such rolls it shall

apportion such value to the respective counties en-

titled thereto, as hereinafter provided, and shall de-

termine the equalized assessed valuation of such prop-

erty in each such county and in the several taxing dis-

tricts therein, by applying to such actual apportioned

value the same ratio as the ratio of assessed to actual

value of the general property in such county."

Sec. 70 f Ch. 130 y Laws of Washington Ex. Sess. 1925:

''See. 70. The members of the tax commission shall

constitute the state board of equalization; the chair-

man of the tax commission shall be the president of

the board, and the secretary of the tax commission
shall be the secretary thereof. The board shall remain
in session not to exceed twenty days; it may adjourn
from day to day, and employ such clerical assistance

as may be deemed necessary to facilitate its labors.
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The board shall meet annually on the first Tuesday in

September at the office of the tax commission, and
shall examine and compare the returns of the assess-

ment of the property in the several counties of the

state, and the assessment of the property of railroad

and telegraph companies, and proceed to equalize the

same, so that each county in the state shal (shall)

pay its due and just proportion of the taxes for state

purposes for such assessment year, according to the

ratio the valuaton of the property in each county

bears to the total valuation of all property in the

state."


